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A handful of nuts a day cuts the risk of a wide
range of diseases
A large analysis of current research shows that people who eat at least 20g of nuts a day
have a lower risk of heart disease, cancer and other diseases.
The analysis of all current studies on nut consumption and disease risk has revealed
that 20g a day – equivalent to a handful – can cut people’s risk of coronary heart disease
by nearly 30 percent, their risk of cancer by 15 percent, and their risk of premature death
by 22 percent.
An average of at least 20g of nut consumption was also associated with a reduced risk of
dying from respiratory disease by about a half, and diabetes by nearly 40 percent, although
the researchers note
that there is less data
about these diseases
in relation to nut
consumption.
The study, led
by researchers from
Imperial College London
and the Norwegian
University of Science
and Technology, is
published in the journal
BMC Medicine.
The research team
analyzed 29 published
studies from around
the world that involved up to 819,000 participants, including more than 12,000 cases of
coronary heart disease, 9,000 cases of stroke, 18,000 cases of cardiovascular disease and
cancer, and more than 85,000 deaths.
While there was some variation between the populations that were studied, such as
between men and women, people living in different regions, or people with different risk
factors, the researchers found that nut consumption was associated with a reduction in
disease risk across most of them.
Study co-author Dagfinn Aune from the School of Public Health at Imperial said: “In
nutritional studies, so far much of the research has been on the big killers such as heart
diseases, stroke and cancer, but now we’re starting to see data for other diseases.
“We found a consistent reduction in risk across many different diseases, which is a
strong indication that there is a real underlying relationship between nut consumption
and different health outcomes. It’s quite a substantial effect for such a small amount of
food.”
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Bentley Bus
Keep an eye out for our beautiful new Bentley Bus
out and about! We set up trips based on our residents
preferences and are always happy to receive destination
ideas from residents and family members!
Please contact our Activities Director Amy at
acullen@bentleyassistedliving.com or 973-948-8884,
as long as enough residents are interested we will
make it happen!

The study included all kinds of tree nuts, such as hazel nuts and walnuts, and also peanuts – which are actually legumes. The results were in general similar
whether total nut intake, tree nuts or peanuts were analyzed.
What makes nuts so potentially beneficial, said Aune, is their nutritional value: “Nuts and peanuts are high in fibre, magnesium, and polyunsaturated fats –
nutrients that are beneficial for cutting cardiovascular disease risk and which can reduce cholesterol levels.
“Some nuts, particularly walnuts and pecan nuts are also high in antioxidants, which can fight oxidative stress and possibly reduce cancer risk. Even though nuts are
quite high in fat, they are also high in fiber and protein, and there is some evidence that suggests nuts might actually reduce your risk of obesity over time.”
The study also found that if people consumed on average more than 20g of nuts per day, there was little evidence of further improvement in health
outcomes.
The team are now analyzing large published datasets for the effects of other recommended food groups, including fruits and vegetables, on a wider range
of diseases.
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Executive Director
Desarae Tramontozzi
dtramontozzi@bentleyassistedliving.com

Mary Raggi
Mary was born in Fairview, NJ to Adalgesia
and Visselio Bertinato. She has four children and
is blessed with to many grandchildren and greatgrandchildren to count!
Mary has been a part of the Bentley family since
August 2012 when she moved in with her husband,
Adolfo. She is happy to share with anyone who
asks how happy she is to call Bentley home. Mary
enjoys helping others & volunteering and can
often be found folding napkins for the kitchen or
calling bingo! Some of her other hobbies include
knitting, crocheting, singing, and most recently
adult coloring with her friends. Mary joins in all
the activities, her favorite being Catholic Services.
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Thursday, February, 16th:
Paint & Sip Night
Time: 07.00 pm
We will be hosting another paint and sip
night! This time we will be painting wine
glasses. The cost will be $30 payable the night
of the event. Please RSVP to 973-948-8884

Wednesday, February, 22nd:
Dine & Discover
Time: 06.00 pm
A night for prospective families &
professionals to join us for dinner and a tour;
to see for themselves why Bentley is the best
place to live. Please RSVP to 973-948-8884.

Director of Business &
Human Relations
Nadia Pershad
apershad@bentleyassistedliving.com
Message from the Director of
Nursing - I would like to thank our
residents and their families for
having given me the opportunity
to work with them. I will be
leaving my position as Director
as I will be retiring to Florida,
however, when I am back in NJ I
plan on working as a floor nurse
for Bentley when needed. It has
been an honor and a pleasure to
end my full time career in such
a wonderful establishment that
truly provides excellent, caring
services to our residents. The new
director, Robert Meichsner, will
begin working with me February
1st. to ensure a successful
transition. Thank you, Ellen
Father Ed, from Our Lady Queen
of Peace Church, (who comes and
does a mass and communion for
our residents every week) has
recently been named to Pastor
of the church! We are excited to
celebrate this milestone with him.
Please join us in welcoming our
newest residents to the Bentley
Family! Lorraine O’Donnell, Ruth
Dean, Bob Baumgartner, Clara
Shumann, & Ebbie Bencivengo!
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10 REASONS FAMILIES FIGHT ABOUT SENIOR CARE
Caring for an aging loved one can be one of the most stressful family milestones. The sheer difficulty of the
task, its high cost, as well as underlying family issues can collide to create a perfect storm of discontent.
But when families put aside their differences and work together as a team for the best interest of their
elderly loved one, they are often able to overcome this challenge and assure that their parent’s last years
aren’t marred by bickering and strife.
Here are 10 reasons families fight about senior care, and advice about how to prevent these types of
conflict from derailing you:

1. Siblings View Parent’s Needs Differently
Adult siblings don’t always see care needs the same way. One child may have the impression that
mom is doing fine at home while another feels that care must be put in place immediately.
Possible Solution: When siblings disagree about how much care a parent needs, or about whether the
parent needs care at all, the conflict can often be resolved by seeking expert guidance. Arrange for a visiting
nurse with a background in elder care assessments to see your older loved one at home and gauge the
level of safety. Also seek information and guidance from the senior’s primary physician so that the assessment process is as thorough as possible. Clarification from
healthcare professionals can help answer this question definitively instead of allowing it to become a point of contention that prevents progress from being made.

2. Parent Resists Care
Sometimes the whole family is on board and agrees that mom or dad needs care, but the parent resists any change tooth and nail. It’s understandable; people
value their independence highly, and are loathe to give up any of it.
Possible Solution: When you’re trying to persuade a parent to accept a move to a senior community, make it clear that you’re not trying to “put them away.” Help
your parent understand your concerns and that they come from love. Also educate your parent about the senior care options that are available in the area. Your
parent may imagine moving to some dreadful institutional situation while you have something much different in mind. Today’s assisted living communities
are attractive and comfortable and may contrast sharply with what your parent is imagining. If your parent has advanced Alzheimer’s or dementia, you may be
able to initiate proceedings to obtain guardianship, but you can’t force an elderly parent of sound mind to receive care.

3. Family Members Regress to Earlier Roles or Past Issues Resurface
When the immediate family comes together to care for mom or dad, they often revert to dysfunctional and unhealthy roles of the past. Sibling rivalry that has
lain dormant during adulthood may suddenly rear its head again during the stressful process of caring for an aging parent.
Possible Solution: It’s not realistic to get along splendidly with everyone in your family, or for your parents needs to suddenly unite a family that was formerly
divided. But recognize that you won’t always see the best behavior from your loved ones or agree with them on every issue. Encourage them to be caring and
dignified during this process by setting a good example yourself. Be the “big person in the room” and avoid being sucked into feuds or bickering that feel as if
they are a flashback to a disastrous family road trip of your childhood. Practice active listening, as family members who feel like their voice isn’t being heard
are most likely to become frustrated.
To be continued next month…
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